
 

 

  

Shailesh Joshi 

Father of Two 

Teenagers 

Shailesh Joshi’s Children have been for our Mindfulness Summer and Winter 

Camps over several years 

 

“Both my kids have participated in 

over 5 Mindfulness camps as pre-

teens as well as teens. They have 

been able to better understand 

themselves and are able to be 

mindful and self-aware at most 

times. Sandy and Prem are revered 

by both of them as very able 

facilitators and friends. They have 

also been able to build friendships 

with many likeminded friends 

outside their school during these 

overnight camps. I would highly 

recommend sending your children 

to the Just Being Mindfulness 

camps.” 

 



 

 

 

  

Sham 

Father of a 

Teenager 

Sham and family have been a regular part of Just Being’s Mindfulness Summer 

and Winter Camp over several years. 

 

“The Mindfulness Retreats have 

been a slowing down and an 

insightful learning of experiencing 

simple everyday things deeply that 

we start seeing the joy that seems to 

be missed because the mind is 

occupied with things other than 

what we have at hand. 

Thank you Sandy and Just Being for 

bringing this beautifully for us to 

connect with ourselves and others 

so effortlessly.” 
 



 

  

Lakshmi 

Rammurthy 

Mother of Two 

Children 

 

“I enjoyed the mindfulness camp 

for families organized by Just 

Being. This is my second time at 

the camp. It is so beautiful to 

fully realize and acknowledge 

how the kids (and yourself) 

have 'grown' as people in one 

full year. We see and measure 

physical growth and look for 

milestones...but it is beautiful to 

see them grow in other 

capacities too...ability to 

recognize and articulate what’s 

going on for them, find 

resources to cope with their 

struggles and have a lot of fun! I 

will recommend this to every 

parent, with or without kids” 

 

Lakshmi and family have been a regular part of Just Being’s Mindfulness 

Summer and Winter Camp over several years. 

 



 

 

 

Maitreyee 

Maitreyee (now 16 years) has been a regular participant at our yearly family 

retreats as well as our Teenager’s Camp since she was 7 years old. 


